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Abstrac t

In this paper we explore the bias in TCP/IP networks
against connections with multiple congested gateways .
We consider the interaction between the bias agains t
connections with multiple congested gateways, the bia s
of the TCP window modification algorithm against con -
nections with longer roundtrip times, and the bias o f
Drop Tail and Random Drop gateways against bursty
traffic . Using simulations and a heuristic analysis, w e
show that in a network with the window modification al -
gorithm in 4 .3 tahoe BSD TCP and with Random Dro p
or Drop Tail gateways, a longer connection with mul-
tiple congested gateways can receive unacceptably lo w
throughput . We show that in a network with no bia s
against connections with longer roundtrip times an d
with no bias against bursty traffic, a connection wit h
multiple congested gateways can receive an acceptabl e
level of throughput .

We discuss the application of several current mea-

sures of fairness to networks with multiple congested
gateways, and show that different measures of fair-
ness have quite different implications . One view is tha t
each connection should receive the same throughput in
bytes/second, regardless of roundtrip times or number s
of congested gateways . Another view is that each con-
nection should receive the same share of the network' s
scarce congested resources . In general, we believe tha t
the fairness criteria for connections with multiple con-
gested gateways requires further consideration .

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Re -
search, Scientific Computing Staff, of the U .S . Department of Energy
under Contract No . DE-ACO3-76SF7)0098 .

1 Introduction

In this paper we investigate the throughput of connec-
tions in TCP/IP networks with multiple congested gate -
ways . There are two distinct motivations for this inves-
tigation . One motivation of this paper is to consider the
effect of multiple congested gateways on throughput .
The second motivation of this paper is to consider gen-
eral performance and fairness goals for networks that
include connections with multiple congested gateways .

[M90b] reports on a measurement study of a networ k
with multiple congested gateways, comparing the per-
formance with Drop Tail and with Random Drop gate -
ways . In that measurement study, the throughput for th e
longer connection was better for some scenarios wit h
Drop Tail gateways, and better in other scenarios wit h
Random Drop gateways . In this paper we show that
for our scenario, when the simulations with Drop Tai l
gateways are constructed to remove traffic phase effects
[FJ91a], the performance of networks with Drop Tai l
gateways and with Random Drop gateways are quit e
comparable . This paper gives a quantitative analysis o f
the throughput of connections with multiple congeste d
gateways . We use both simulations and a heuristic anal -
ysis to investigate performance .

TCP/IP networks have a bias against connec-
tions passing through multiple congested gateway s
[DKS90] [M90b], a bias against connections with
longer roundtrip times [H89] [Z89], and a bias agains t
bursty traffic . We consider the interaction of these bi-
ases . In a previous paper [FJ91a] we reported briefl y
on investigations of the bias against connections with
longer roundtrip times, and we discussed modifications
to the TCP window-increase algorithm that could cor-
rect this bias . In this paper we principally consider th e
bias against connections passing through multiple con-
gested gateways .
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Section 2 discusses previous work discussing the

biases in TCP/IP networks against connections with

longer roundtrip times or against connections passin g
through multiple congested gateways . In section 3 w e
describe our simulator, and we define the TCP win-
dow modification algorithms and the gateway packet -
dropping algorithms examined in our simulations . In

section 4 we give the results of simulations . Subsectio n

4.4 discusses the bias against bursty traffic in simula-
tions with Drop Tail and Random Drop gateways . Sub -

section 4 .5 discusses the implications of the simulation s

for general traffic with multiple congested gateways .
Section 5 gives a heuristic analysis of the throughpu t

for a network with multiple congested gateways . The

heuristic analysis and the simulation results are in close

agreement . Section 6 considers the conflicting networ k

goals of maximizing system throu g hput and maintain-

ing fairness for networks with multiple congested gate -

ways . Section 7 gives conclusions, and discusses re-
lated work in progress .

In this paper we restrict our attention to networks

with one-way traffic . In a second paper (in progress )
we consider the complications introduced by two-way

traffic .

2 Related work

In [M90b] Mankin presents a measurement study of a

network with local and long distance traffic, with sev-
eral congested gateways . The Random Drop and the
Drop Tail gateway algorithms are compared . Three
topologies are explored, with one, two, and three con-
gested gateways respectively . The longer connection' s
throughput is better with Random Drop gateways for

some topologies, and better with Drop Tail gateway s

for other topologies . (As [FJ91a] explains, we believe
that these results should be interpreted keeping traffi c
phase effects in mind .) Mankin remarks that the longe r
connection is disproportionately likely to have pack-
ets dropped at the gateway, particularly with Drop Tai l

gateways .
In [DKS90] several simulations are run for a network

with three congested gateways, with one long connec-

tion and three shorter connections . In the simulation s

with Fair Queueing or with the selective DECbit algo-
rithm, the longer connection receives half of the avail -

able throughput at each gateway . For the simulations
using the algorithms in 4 .3 tahoe BSD TCP and FIFO

Drop Tail gateways, the longer connection receives 29 %

of the throughput at each gateway .

Several researchers have discussed the bias in TCP/I P

networks against connections with longer roundtri p

times [H89] [M90b] [Z89] . [RCJ87] explores prob-

lems of fairness with the DECbit scheme [RJ90] wit h
connections having different roundtrip times . [RCJ87 ]
outlines two separate approaches for improving fair-

ness in these conditions, a router-based approach and a
transport-based approach. Examples of a router-based
approach include the selective DECbit scheme [RCJ87 ]
and Fair Queueing gateways [DKS90] . The transport-
based approach explored briefly in [RCJ87] involve s
modifications to the window increase algorithm to en -
sure an additive increase in the throughput rate rathe r
than in the window size . In this paper we combine a
transport-based approach and a router-based approach
to explore the range of performance possible for TCP/I P
networks with multiple congested gateways .

3 Simulator algorithms

In this section we briefly describe our simulator, an d
we describe the different window modification algo-
rithms investigated in our simulations . These include
the Reduce-to-One and the Reduce-by-Half window -

decrease algorithms and the Increase-by-One and th e
Constant-Rate window-increase algorithms . We also
describe several gateway packet-dropping algorithm s
examined in our simulations . These include Drop Tail ,
Random Drop, and Random Early Detection (RED )

gateways .
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Figure 1 : Simulation network with 5 congested gate -

ways .

Figure 1 shows a simulation network with 6 connec-
tions, 10 gateways, and 5 congested gateways. The
congested gateways in Figure 1 are gateways la, 2a, 3a ,

4a, and 5a. The dotted lines show the connection paths ;

source i sends to sink i . Each connection has a maxi -

mum window just large enough so that, even when that

connection is the only active connection, the networ k

still occasionally drops packets .
We use a family of simulation networks similar t o

Figure 1, where the number of congested gateways n

ranges from Ito 10 . Figure 1 only shows the network fo r

= 5 congested gateways . For a simulation network

with n congested gateways for n > 1 there are 1 ,

1 connections and 2n gateways . Connection 0 passe s
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through multiple congested gateways, and connection s

1 through n each pass through one congested gateway .

Connection 0 is roughly 2n — 1 times longer than th e
other n connections . In these simulations all connectio n
paths have the same maximum bandwidth . Therefore a
connection with a longer roundtrip time also has a large r
delay-bandwidth product .

Our simulator is based on the REAL simulator [K88] ,
which is built on Columbia's Nest simulation package
[BDSY88] . Our simulator has been extensively rewrit -
ten by Steven McCanne at LBL. FTP sources always
have a packet to send and always send a maximal-size d
packet as soon as the window allows them to do so . A
sink immediately sends an ACK packet when it receive s
a data packet . The gateways use FIFO queueing. Dat a
packets contain 1000 bytes, and ACK packets contai n
40 bytes .

In our simulations each connection is a bulk dat a
transfer with unlimited data. This is not intended t o
reflect any assumptions about network traffic . Our goal
is to start with the simpliest possible network with mul-
tiple congested gateways, to see what insight can b e
obtained from simulations and from an analysis of this
simple network . We discuss later in the paper the impli-
cations of these results for networks with a more realisti c
traffic mix .

Definitions : Reduce-to-One, Increase-by-One.
Some of the simulations in the paper use the Reduce-to -
One window decrease algorithm and the Increase-by -
One window increase algorithm from 4 .3 tahoe BSD
TCP [J88] . Our simulator does not use the 4 .3-tahoe
TCP code directly but we believe it is functionally iden -
tical . Briefly, there are two phases to the window -
adjustment algorithm . In the slow-start phase the win-
dow is doubled each roundtrip time until it reaches a
certain threshold . Reaching the threshold causes a tran -
sition to the congestion-avoidance phase where the win-

dow is increased by roughly one packet each roundtrip
time . In this paper we call the increment algorithm used
in the congestion-avoidance phase the Increase-by-On e
algorithm. Packet loss (a dropped packet) is treated
as a "congestion experienced" signal . The source uses
timeouts or "fast retransmit " to discover the loss (if fou r
ACK packets acknowledging the same data packet are
received, the source decides a packet has been dropped )
and reacts by setting the transition threshold to half th e
current window, decreasing the window to one packe t
and entering the slow-start phase . In this paper we cal l
this the Reduce-to-One algorithm . o

In order to achieve the highest throughput for longe r
connections, some of these simulations use the Fast Re -
covery algorithm in 4 .3 reno BSD TCP, along with Se-
lective Acknowledgements (or SACKS) . In this pape r
the Fast Recovery algorithm implemented in 4 .3 reno

BSD TCP is called the Reduce-by-Half algorithm . The
use of the Reduce-by-Half window-decrease algorithm
also simplifies the analysis of the behavior of the net -
work .

Definitions : Reduce-by-Half window decrease s
and Selective Acknowledgements . With the Reduce-
by-Half window decrease algorithm, when a packet los s
is detected by the "fast retransmission" algorithm th e
connection reduces its window by half . The details of
the Reduce-by-Half window decrease algorithm, which
is implemented in our simulator as in 4 .3 reno BSD
TCP, are somewhat complex [J90] . For the purposes o f
this paper, the important feature of the Reduce-by-Hal f
window decrease algorithm is that with the "fast retrans -
mission" algorithm, the source retransmits a packet and
reduces the window by half, rather than reducing its
window to one packet. For the simulations in this pa -
per, we use Selective Acknowledgement sinks with th e
Reduce-by-Half algorithm . With Selective Acknowl-
edgement sinks, each ACK acknowledges not only th e
last sequential packet received for that connection, bu t
also acknowledges all other (non-sequential) packets re -
ceived . Selective Acknowledgements have been tested
in a number of experimental Internet protocols, an d
their use in a proposed extension to TCP is described
in [JB88] . q

Some of the simulations in this section use th e
TCP Increase-by-One window-increase algorithm fo r
the congestion-avoidance phase of the window-increas e
algorithm. As shown in [FJ91a], this algorithm has a
bias against connections with longer roundtrip times . In
order to eliminate this bias, some of our simulations use
the Constant-Rate algorithm instead in the congestion -
avoidance phase . We are not proposing the Constant -
Rate algorithm for current networks ; we are in the pro -
cess of investigating several alternatives to the curren t
Increase-by-One window-increase algorithm . We sim-
ply are using the Constant-Rate algorithm to explore
throughput in networks with a window-increase algo-
rithm with no bias in favor of shorter-roundtrip-tim e
connections .

Definitions : Constant-Rate window increases . In
the Constant-Rate window-increase algorithm, eac h
connection increases its window by roughly a* 2 pack -
ets each roundtrip time, for some fixed constant a, and
for r the calculated average roundtrip time . Using thi s
algorithm, each connection increases its window by n
pkts/sec in each second. For the simulations in this pa -
per, we use a = 4 . Connections with the Increase-by -
One and the Constant-Rate window-increase algorithm s
both start with the slow-start algorithm of doubling th e
window each roundtrip time until a threshold has bee n
reached [J88] . q

In this paper we examine networks with Drop Tail ,
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Random Drop, and RED gateways. As shown in
[FJ91a], simulations and measurement studies with
Drop Tail gateways are vulnerable to traffic phase ef-
fects ; small changes in network parameters can resul t
in large changes in the performance of the network . In
order to avoid these phase effects in networks with Drop
Tail gateways, in this paper the simulator adds a smal l
random component to the roundtrip time for each packe t
in simulations using Drop Tail gateways . (This is dis-
cussed in [FJ9Ia] .) Normally, our simulator charge s
zero seconds for the time required to process packets a t
the nodes . In this paper each source node adds a ran-
dom time uniformly distributed in [0, I], for h 5 . 3
ms . the bottleneck service time of the network, to the
time required by the source node to process each AC K
packet in the simulations with Drop Tail gateways . Thi s
is not intended to model any assumptions about realisti c
network behavior, but to eliminate problems with traffi c
phase effects . With this added random component the
simulations with Drop Tail gateways give similar result s
to the simulations with Random Drop gateways .

To avoid the bias against bursty traffic common t o
Random Drop and to Drop Tail gateways, we also ex -
amine performance in simulations with Random Earl y
Detection (RED) gateways, a modified version of Ran-
dom Drop gateways that detect incipient congestion .
RED gateways maintain an upper bound on the average
queue size at the gateway . The use of RED gateway s
also simplifies the analysis of the behavior of the net -
work .

Definitions : RED gateways . With our implementa-
tion of RED gateways [FJ91c], the gateway compute s
the average size for each queue using an exponentia l
weighted moving average . When the average queue
size exceeds a certain threshold, indicating incipien t
congestion, the gateway randomly chooses a packet to
drop and increases the threshold . As more packets ar-
rive at the gateway, the threshold slowly decreases t o
its previous value . The gateway chooses a packet to
drop by choosing a random number n in the interval 1
to r}nyf, where rung( is a variable parameter of the
gateway . The gateway drops the nth packet to arrive a t
the gateway . With moderate congestion rung( is large ,
and the probability that a packet from some connectio n
is dropped is roughly proportional to that connection' s
average share of packets through that queue . With high

congestion r„ n y( is decreased, decreasing the feedback
time to the source node . RED gateways are described
in more detail in a paper currently in progress [FJ91c] .

One advantage of RED gateways is that, unlike Dro p
Tail and Random Drop gateways, RED gateways do
not have a bias against bursty traffic . The bias of Drop

Tail and of Random Drop gateways against bursty trait.

fic and the correction of this bias in RED g ateways are
described in [FJ91a] and [FJ91b] . With Drop Tail or
Random Drop gateways, the more bursty the traffic, the
more likely it is that the queue will overflow and the
Drop Tail or Random Drop gateway will drop a packet .
This is because a burst of packets results in a tempo-
rary increase in the queue size at the gateway . With
RED gateways the detection of congestion depends o n
the average queue size, not on the maximum queue size .
Thus with RED gateways burst}' traffic is less likely t o
result in the detection of congestion . With a RED gate -
way even when bursty traffic results in the detectio n
of congestion at the gateway, the mechanism for drop -
ping packets ensures that the bursty connection does no t
have a disproportionate probability of having a packe t
dropped .

For the simulations in this paper the maximum queu e
size is 60 packets, and the RED gateways drop packets
when the average queue size is between 10 and 20 pack -
ets . (The range from 10 to 20 packets for the averag e
queue size for RED gateways is somewhat arbitrary ; th e
optimum average queue size is still a question for fur-
ther research.) For simulations with Random Drop an d
Drop Tail gateways, changes in the maximum queu e
size affect the total throughput, but have little effect o f
the distribution of that throughput between short an d
longer connections . The maximum windows for con-
nections 1 to n are set sufficiently large to force occa-
sional packet drops even in the absence of traffic fro m
connection 0 .

4 Simulation results

In this section we give the results of simulations for a
family of networks as in Figure 1, with one connec-
tion with n congested gateways and „ shorter connec-
tions each with one congested gateway . For connec-
tions with multiple congested gateways we investigat e
the effects on throughput of the TCP window-increase
algorithm, the TCP window-decrease algorithm, and
the gateway packet-dropping algorithms . Our simu-
lations show that in a network with RED gateways ,
the Reduce-by-Half window-decrease algorithm, and
the Constant-Rate window-increase algorithm, a con-
nection with a long roundtrip time and multiple con-
gested gateways can receive an acceptable level o f
throughput . However, we show that with Random Drop
or Drop Tail gateways, the current Increase-by-On e
window-increase algorithm, and the current Reduce-to -
One window-decrease algorithm, a connection with a
long roundtrip time and multiple congested gateway s
can be effectively shut-out .
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4.1 Simulations with only one active con-
nection

Even with no congested gateways a connection with a

long roundtrip time and a large delay-bandwidth prod-
uct might increase its window fairly slowly with th e
Increase-by-One window-increase algorithm . In thi s
section we examine the throughput of connection 0 in a
family of networks as in Figure 1 in the absence of con-

gestion . This demonstrates that the loss of throughpu t
for connection 0 in simulations with all connections ac -
tive is due to the congestion at the gateways, and not t o
any structural problems in the network . (Possible struc -
tural problems could include inadequate maximum win -
dows for connection 0 or insufficiently high threshold s

for the allowed average queue size at the RED gate -

ways . )
The simulations in Figure 2 use a family of network s

as in Figure 1 with only connection 0 active . In Figure

2 the .r-axis shows half the total number of gateways .

For example for n = 5 the simulation network is ex-
actly like the network in Figure 1 with 10 gateway s
and 5 congested gateways, except that only connectio n

0 is active . For n = 1 connection 0 has a roundtri p

time of 127 ms . in the absence of queues and a win-
dow of 24 packets is required to achieve 100% through -

put . For n = 10 connection 0 has a roundtrip time o f

2 .027 seconds in the absence of queues, and a windo w
of 380 packets is required to achieve 100% throughput .
For each simulation connection 0's maximum windo w

is set at the smallest window size sufficient to achiev e

100% throughput . The simulations in Figure 2 use the
Reduce-by-Half window decrease algorithm, Selectiv e

Acknowledgement sinks, and RED gateways .

4

	

6

	

to
total numeu of gat4waya2

('+' . oonnaotbn 0 )

Figure 2 : RED gateways, Increase-by-One .

The simulations in Figure 2 use the Increase-by-One

window increase algorithm . Each simulation is run fo r

500 seconds, and there is a mark showing connectio n
0's throughput for each 50-second period of simulation .

ACM SIGCOMM

The bottom line shows connection 0's throughput in th e

first 50 seconds of the simulations, the next line show s

connection 0's throughput in the second 50 seconds, an d

so on. For each simulation connection 0's throughpu t

increases with each succeeding 50-second period. As

Figure 2 shows, with the Increase-by-One window in -

crease algorithm with n = 10 connection 0 requires 40 0

seconds to achieve its maximum window .

4.2 Simulations with the Increase-by-On e
algorithm

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the result of simulations with

the Increase-by-One window increase algorithm. In

these simulations the throughput for connection 0 de -
creases rapidly as the number of congested gateway s

increases . Figure 3 shows simulations with RED gate -

ways and the Reduce-by-Half algorithm . Figure 4
shows simulations with Random Drop gateways and th e

Reduce-to-One algorithm. Figure 5 shows simulations
with Drop Tail gateways, the Reduce-to-One algorithm ,
and an added random component to the roundtrip time s
to eliminate traffic phase effects . Each simulation was
run for 500 seconds and each mark represents one 50 -
second period of that simulation . The x-axis shows the
number )) of congested gateways and the y-axis show s
the throughput for connections 0 and 1 as a percentage
of the maximum possible throughput through gatewa y
la . The dashed lines show the average throughput fo r

each connection from the simulations . The solid line s
show the predictions by the heuristic analysis in Sectio n

5 for the average throughput for each connection. As
the number of congested gateways increases the loss o f
throughput for connection 0 becomes fairly severe .

The simulations in Figure 3 use RED gateways and
the Reduce-by-Half window decrease algorithm. The
simulations in Figure 5 are closest to the current con-
ditions of the Internet ; these simulations use Drop Tai l
gateways and the Reduce-to-One window decrease al-
gorithm. Both of these choices result in a decreas e

in throughput for connection 0 . Random Drop and
Drop Tail gateways have a bias against bursty traffic ,

and therefore are more likely to drop packets from con -

nection 0 than are RED gateways, as explored in Sec-
tion 4 .4 . The use of the Reduce-to-One rather tha n

the Reduce-by-Half window decrease algorithm is als o

more of a problem for connections with longer roundtri p

times, as explained in Appendix A .
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Increase-by-One window-increase algorithm :

	

Constant-Rate window-increase algorithm :

-- x

Figure 3 : RED gateways, Reduce-by-Half .

	

Figure 6 : RED gateways, Reduce-by-Half .
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Figure 4 : Random Drop gateways, Reduce-to-One .

	

Figure 7 : Random Drop gateways, Reduce-by-Half .
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Figure 5 : Drop Tail gateways, Reduce-to-One .
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4 .3 Simulations with the Constant-Rate
algorithm

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the results of simulations wit h

the Constant-Rate window increase algorithm . Becaus e
these simulations are designed to explore the best possi -
ble throughput for connections with multiple congeste d
gateways, these simulations use the Reduce-by-Hal f
window decrease al gorithm instead of the Reduce-to -
One algorithm . In the simulations with RED gateways ,
connection 0 receives reasonable throughput even wit h
as many as 10 congested gateways . Connection 0' s
throughput is lower in the simulations with Drop Tail
or Random Drop gateways but even in this case, with „

congested gateways connection 0 receives at least 1/ ,th

of the throughput . (If the Reduce-by-Half window de-
crease algorithm is replaced by the Reduce-to-One win-
dow decrease algorithm, then connection 0's throughpu t
suffers significantly . )

The simulations in Figures 3 and 6 differ only in tha t

one uses the Increase-by-One window increase algo-
rithm, and the other uses the Constant-Rate algorithm .

Figure 6 shows that even for a connection that passe s
through multiple congested gateways, it is possible t o
achieve a reasonable level of throughput in an envi-
ronment with no bias against connections with longe r

roundtrip times .

4 .4 The burstiness facto r

The throughput is lower for connection 0 in the simula-

tions with Random Drop and Drop Tail gateways than in

the simulations with RED gateways because of the bia s
against bursty traffic in both Random Drop and Drop
Tail gateways . This bias has been described in [FJ91a ]
and in [FJ9Ib] .

Definitions : The burstiness measure . Consider th e

following measure of burstiness for one roundtrip tim e
of traffic from a connection. Assume that a connection
transmit n packets in one roundtrip time of r seconds .
Let the burstiness measure for that connection in tha t
roundtrip time be the maximum queue needed at th e
gateway for that connection, given an available band -
width of exactly nip packets per second on the bottle -
neck link . This burstiness measure reflects the increas e
in the queue caused by the uneven timing of packets
arriving at a gateway . q

Given the burstiness measure defined above, even
traffic from a large bulk data transfer can be quit e
bursty, depending on the conditions of the network.
For a TCP connection with low throughput, a lon g
roundtrip time, and somewhat frequent packet drops ,
packets are generally not transmitted at a smooth rat e
within each roundtrip time . This results from the mech-

anisms of the window-increase and window-decreas e
algorithms. Consider the simulations from Figures 7
and 8 for n = 10 . In these simulations the traffic from
connection 0 is likely to be much burstier than the traf-
fic from connections 1 to ,, . As a result, with Rando m
Drop or with Drop Tail gateways connection 0 receive s
a disproportionate share of the packet drops . as is show n
in Figures 10 and 11 .

Figure 9 shows that for the simulations in Figure 6
with RED gateways, connection 0's average share of
the packet drops is proportional to connection 0's shar e
of the throughput . For each simulation Figure 9 has a
mark for each gateway and each 50-second time perio d
in which there was at least one packet drop . The
axis shows the number n of congested gateways . For
each gateway and each 50-second time period, the n -
axis shows connection 0's share of the packet drops di-
vided by connection 0's share of the throughput at that
gateway . In many of the simulations with RED gate -
ways, the gateway drops only two or three packets in a
50-second time period . Therefore, for some gateway s
and time periods connection 0 receives no packet drops .
The line shows the average ratio between connection 0' s
share of the packet drops and connection 0's share of th e
throughput . As this line shows, for each value of n thi s
average ratio is close to one . (In Figure 9, some marks
represent multiple data points . )

Figure 10 shows the average ratio between connec-
tion 0's share of the packet drops and connection 0' s
share of the throughput for the simulations with Ran-
dom Drop gateways in Figure 7, and Figure 11 show s
the average ratio for the simulations with Drop Tail gate -
ways in Figure 8 . (Figure 11 does not show all of the
data points for simulations with n = 10 con gested gate-
ways .) Figures 10 and 11 show that for the simulation s
with Random Drop or Drop Tail gateways and 10 con-
gested gateways, connection 0 receives a disproportion -
ate share of the packet drops at each gateway .

The data in Figure 11 is displayed in a different forma t
in Figure 12 . The .r-axis in Figure 12 shows connec-
tion 0's throughput at some gateway in some 50-secon d
time period, and the y-axis shows connection 0's shar e
of the packet drops divided by connection 0's share o f
the throughput at that gateway . Figure 12 shows tha t
with Drop Tail gateways, as connection 0's through -
put decreases, the ratio between connection 0 ' s share
of packet drops and connection 0's share of throughpu t
increases . This is because as connection 0's through -
put decreases, the burstiness of connection 0's traffi c
increases . The line shows the approximation functio n
y = 0 .59 + 5 * '' (using the density function for the
exponential distribution) . As is mentioned in Section 5 ,
this approximation function overstates the bias some -

what when the fraction of throughput is greater than
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Figure 9 : RED gateways, Reduce-by-Half .
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Figure 11 : Drop Tail gateways, Reduce-by-Half .

1/4 . (The function u = - 1 .19 + 1 .548/ VT also give s

a plausible fit to the data . )

4 .5 Implications of the simulation s

The results in this paper are not only of interest for large

bulk-data-transfer connections . Consider the network
in Figure 1 with i = 5 congested gateways . From Fig -

ox
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Figure 12: Drop Tail gateways, Reduce-by-Half .

ure 2, when connection 0 is the only active connectio n
connection 0 transmits more than 5000 packets in th e
first 50 seconds of simulation . In simulations in Fig-
ure 6 with RED gateways, the Constant-Rate windo w
increase algorithm, and multiple congested gateways ,
connection 0 transmits 2507 packets in the first 50 sec-
onds . However, in simulations in Figure 5 with Dro p
Tail gateways and the Increase-by-One window increas e
algorithm, connection 0 transmits only 178 packets i n
the first 50 seconds . This is poor performance . In cur -

rent networks, it is not uncommon for connections t o
transmit several hundred packets [CDJivl91] . (It migh t
be less common in the current Internet for connection s
to pass through multiple gateways with persistent con-
gestion. )

The fact that the simulations uses connections 1 to f f

as bulk data transfers with unlimited data is not an essen -
tial factor in these results . The essential factor is simply
that the congested gateways have persistent congestio n
(with from 11 to 25 dropped packets in each 50-secon d
period of simulation, for the parameters in these simu-

lations) . The same level of congestion at the gateway s
could be achieved without using bulk transfer connec-
tions with unlimited data . Thus, the results in this paper

could be extended to indicate the general throughput o f

connections with multiple congested gateways .

As the simulations in this section show, when the ef-
fects of multiple congested gateways are combined wit h

the 4 .3 tahoe BSD TCP Increase-by-One and Reduce-
to-One window algorithms, the result is a disaster fo r

a longer connection traversing multiple congested gate -
ways . As a result of the Increase-by-One algorithm, a
longer connection is slow to increase its throughput rat e
after a packet drop . As a result of the Reduce-to-One
algorithm, connections with larger windows are more
damaged by a packet drop . However, our simulations
show that with the Constant-Rate window increase al-

gorithm and the Reduce-by-Half decrease algorithm, a
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connection traversing multiple congested gateways can
receive a reasonable level of throughput .

We have several reasons for including simulation s
with Drop Tail, Random Drop, and with RFD gateways .

One reason is to compare the performance of Drop Tai l
and Random Drop gateways . The measurement stud y
in [M90b] was conducted to compare the performanc e
of Drop Tail and of Random Drop gateways for connec -
tions with different roundtrip times and multiple con-
gested gateways . For those measurement studies, for
some scenarios the longer connection had better perfor-
mance with Drop Tail gateways, and for other scenario s
the longer connection had better performance with Ran -
dom Drop gateways . In this paper we show that for ou r
simulation network with bulk-data-transfer connections
and with a random component added to the simulation s
with Drop Tail gateways to eliminate traffic phase ef-
fects, the simulations with Drop Tail and with Random
Drop gateways give quite similar performance .

A second reason to run simulations with Drop Tail ,
Random Drop, and RED gateways is to compare th e
simulations of one-way traffic in this paper with simu-
lations of two-way traffic in a following paper. For the
simulations of one-way traffic, connection 0's through -
put with RED gateways is somewhat higher than con-

nection 0's throughput with Drop Tail and Random Drop
gateways . For simulations with two-way traffic the dif-
ference in throughput is more pronounced . In simu-
lations with two-way traffic the traffic is much more
bursty, due to compressed ACK packets at the gateway s

[WRM91] [ZC91] . As a result of this bursty traffi c
the performance for connection 0 suffers significantl y
with Drop Tail or with Random Drop gateways . In the
simulations with two-way traffic, connection 0's perfor-
mance is significantly better with RED gateways than i t
is with Drop Tail or Random Drop gateways .

There are several ways that moderate changes to the
parameters of the simulation network could result in sig -
nificant changes in the throughput . For the simulation s
in this paper, the maximum windows for connections 1
ton are set sufficiently large so that the congested gate -
ways occasionally drop packets even in the absence o f
traffic from connection 0 . If the congestion from con-
nections 1 to nn is reduced by reducing the maximu m
windows, then the throughput for connection 0 will be
improved accordingly .

5 A heuristic analysis

In this section we present a heuristic analysis of th e
throughput in a family of networks as in Figure 1 wit h
multiple congested gateways . In Section 5 .1, we isolat e
the effect of multiple congested gateways on through -

put . For the analysis in Section 5 .1, all connections ar e
assumed to increase their throughput at the same rate i n
pkts/sec/sec . In Section 5 .2, we isolate the effect of dif-
ferent window-increase algorithms on throughput. Thi s
section examines throughput in a network with two con -
nections with different roundtrip times and one shared
gateway . Connection i increases its window by g(r ; )

packets per roundtrip time, where g( r :) is a function o f
the estimated roundtrip time of the connection . In Sec-
tion 5 .3, we consider the effect on throughput of multi-
ple congested gateways and different window-increas e
algorithms taken together . This section concerns net -
works with multiple congested gateways and version s
of the window increase algorithm defined above .

This is not a rigorous analysis of the behavior of th e
simulation network: this is a heuristic analysis involvin g
several approximations and simplifying assumptions .
The emphasis is on giving a simple and clear heuristi c
analysis for the behavior of the network with multipl e
congested gateways . Nevertheless, this heuristic anal-
ysis does validate the results of the simulations . The
analysis gives some insight on the behavior of network s
with multiple congested gateways and different window
increase algorithms, and therefore also gives some in -
sight into possibilities for modifying this behavior.

5.1 Multiple congested gateways with the
Constant-Rate window increase algo-
rithm

In this section we consider the family of networks i n
Figure 1 with multiple congested gateways, where al l

connections increase their throughput at the same rate
in pkts/sec/sec . The model is based on the behavior o f
a network with RED gateways, the Constant-Rate win-

dow increase algorithm, and the Reduce-by-Half win-
dow decrease algorithm .

The multiple gateways model : First we describ e
the model . In the absence of congestion, all connec-
tions increase their throughput rate by the same numbe r
of packets/sec each second . (This could be either be -
cause all connections have the same roundtrip time, o r

because the window increase algorithm is the Constant -
Rate algorithm.) A gateway detects congestion whe n
the average arrival rate at the gateway equals the maxi -
mum transmission rate at the gateway. When a gateway
detects congestion the gateway drops one packet, caus -
ing that connection to reduce its window . Each connec -
tion's probability of having a packet dropped equals tha t
connection's share of the throughput at that gateway .

When a gateway drops a packet that connection in-
stantaneously reduces its window by half, and this re-
duces its throughput rate by half . The connection agai n
increases its throughput until another packet from that
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connection is dropped . This assumes that each connec-
tion has a large maximum window . The gateways ac t
asynchronously . Thus, each time some gateway drops a
packet from connection 0, connection 0 reduces its win-
dow by half. Let .lf be the maximum possible through-
put in pkts/sec through each congested gateway . q

Simplifying assumptions : For a heuristic analysi s
we make two simplifying assumptions to this model .
First, we use an independent Poisson process with rat e
A to approximate the number of packets dropped at each
gateway . Second, let p be connection 0's average share
of the throughput when congestion is detected at a gate -
way . We analyze the network as if for each packet drop
at a gateway, a connection 0 packet is dropped with
probability p . These two simplifying assumptions allo w
us to compute the average number of packet drops fo r
each connection and the average time between packe t
drops . Using this information, we compute the through -
put for each connection .

® Assumption 1 : We approximate the number o f
packet drops at each congested gateway by an inde-
pendent Poisson process with rate A . It follows that
each congested gateway has on the average A packe t
drops per second, with an average time of 1/A second s
between packet drops [R83, p .31] . This assumes that
each congested gateway drops on the average the sam e
number of packets, that these packet drops for differen t
gateways are uncorrelated, and that the packet drops fo r
a particular gateway are uniformly distributed in time .

® Assumption 2 : For this analysis, we assume tha t
there is some p for 0 < p < 1 such that the followin g
two conditions hold : (1) for each gateway, connectio n
0's average share of the throughput when congestion is
detected is p, and (2) for each packet drop at a gateway ,
a connection 0 packet is dropped with probability p . As
a result, connection i's average share of the throughpu t
at gateway is when congestion is detected is 1 — p, fo r
1 < i < n . Thus, we analyze the network as ifeach time
that gateway is detects congestion, for 1 < i < the
gateway drops a connection 0 packet with probability p ,
and drops a connection i packet with probability 1 — p .

Assumption #2 is a clearly unrealistic assumption ,
but it simplifies the analysis a great deal . In the initial
model, connection 0's average probability of having a
packet dropped after congestion is detected at a gatewa y
is p, but connection 0's share of the throughput could be
quite different from one packet drop to the next . There -
fore, in the initial model connection 0's probability o f
having a packet dropped also could be quite differen t
from one packet drop to the next .

Claim 1 Given the multiple gateways model with n

congested gateways, and the two simplifying assump -

Lions described above, connection 0's average through -
put when congestion is detected at a gateway is . 11 p
pktsisec for

1
=

1+v/;r

Proof: From the two assumptions above, the numbe r
of packet drops for connection i is a Poisson proces s
with rate (1 — p) A, for 1 < i < n [R83, p .38] .
Thus for connection i the expected number of packe t
drops in 1 second is (1 — p) * A, and the expected time
between packet drops is 1/( (1 — p) * A) seconds . The
number of packet drops for connection 0 is the sum o f
„ independent Poisson processes, each with rate p * A .
This is a Poisson process with rate n p :« A [R83, p . 5 1 ] .
Thus for connection 0 the expected number of packe t
drops in 1 second is n p* A . The expected time between
packet drops is 1/(11 * p * A) seconds .

From the second simplifying assumption, connectio n
i's average throughput when a connection i packet i s
dropped is .11- ( 1 — p ) pkts/sec, for 1 < i < n .

Because connection i reduces its window by half af-
ter a packet drop, connection i's average throughpu t
after each packet drop is .lI * (1 — p)/2 pkts/sec . Con-
nection is throughput rate is therefore increased by a n
average of .l[ ( 1 — p) /2 pkts/sec between successiv e
connection i packet drops . Similarly, connection 0' s
throughput rate is increased by an average of .11 p/2
pkts/sec between successive connection 0 packet drops .

Therefore, in an average time of 1/( ( 1 — p) * A) sec -
onds, connection i increases its throughput by an aver -
age of .11 * (1 — p)/2 pkts/sec, for i > O . Similarly, in
an average time of 1/( ;u * p * A) seconds, connection
0 increases its throughput by an average of .1! p/2
pkts/sec . From Lemma 8 in Appendix B, connection i' s
rate of throughput increase i s

.11*(1—p)/2

1/((1—p)*A )

pkts/sec/sec, and connection 0's rate of throughput in -
crease is

* p/2

1/(n*p*A )

pkts/sec/sec .
In our model, each connection increases its through-

put at the same rate, in the absence on congestion .
Therefore,

lI*(1—p)/2

	

.11*p/2_

1/((1—p)*A)

	

1/(n*p* A
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Thus connection 0's average throughput when a gate -
way detects congestion is .lI/(1 ± \/n) pkts/sec .

Figure 17 shows the results of this analysis . The .T -

axis shows the number n of congested gateways, and th e
ii-axis shows the average throughput for connections 0
and 1 when congestion is detected at a gateway . The
analytical results in Figure 17 are shown again by th e
solid line in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 for each value of , r
the average total throughput has been calculated, an d
the analytical results are used to calculate connectio n
0's and connection l's share of this throughput . The
analytical results in Figure 6 and in Figure 17 diffe r
only because the average total throughput in Figure 6
is less than 100%. As Figure 6 shows, the simulation s
and the analytical results are in close agreement .

This analysis used several simplifying assumption s
described above . Nevertheless, the analysis gives som e
insight into the behavior of a network with multipl e
congested gateways, and the results of the analysis are
in agreement with the simulations .

5 .2 One congested gateway, different
roundtrip times

In this section we examine the throughput in a network
with two connections with different roundtrip times an d
one shared gateway, as in Figure 13 . We consider
the effect of different window increase algorithms o n
throughput .

Definitions : window increase algorithms, with r

yi i . Let connection i's average roundtrip time includ-
ing queueing delays be r i seconds for i E 10 . 1), and le t
r0 > rr . Let connection i increase its window by g(r i )
packets each roundtrip time, where g( r ;) is a functio n
of the avera g e roundtrip time , . Thus connection i in -
creases its throughput rate by roughly y(r i )/r ,. pkts/sec
each r ; seconds, or by y(r i )/( r i ) 2 pkts/sec/sec . For ou r
analysis we assume that the roundtrip time is a constan t
r , seconds, and that connection i increases its through -
put rate by the constant rate of g(r i )/(r ; ) 2 pkts/sec/sec .

The single gateway model : The single gateway
model describing the network in Figure 13 is similar to
the multiple gateway model in Section 5 .1, except that i t
is no longer assumed that all connections increase thei r
throughput rate by the same number of pkts/sec/sec .

Simplifying assumptions : We use the same simpli-
fying assumptions as in Section 5 .1 above . Thus we
analyze the network as if each time the gateway drops
a packet, the gateway drops a connection 0 packet wit h
probability p, and the gateway drops a connection 1

SIN K

Figure 13 : Simulation network with one congested gate -
way .

packet with probability 1 — p, where pis connection 0' s
average throughput at the gateway when congestion i s
detected . q

Claim 2 Given the single gateway model, and th e
two simplifying assumptions, connection 0's averag e
throughput when congestion is detected at a gateway
is JI * p pkts/sec for

1
=

	

1+

	

=r

	

/,I . I

~ia1l

Proof: From these two assumptions, the number o f
packet drops for connection 0 is approximated by a Pois -
son process with rate p * A . Thus the expected number
of packet drops for connection 0 in 1 second is p « ,1 ,
and the expected time between packet drops is 1/ ( p * 1 )
seconds . Similarly, for connection 1 the expected num -
ber of packet drops in 1 second is (1 —

	

* \, and the
expected time between packet drops is 1/t (1 — p

	

1 1

seconds .
From the second assumption, connection 0 ' s aver -

age throughput through the gateway when a packet is
dropped is if *p, and connection 1's average throughput
is _lf (1 — p) . Each connection reduces its throughpu t
by half when a packet from that connection is dropped .
Thus connection 0's throughput is increased by an av-
erage of if * p/2 pkts/sec between successive connec-
tion 0 packet drops, and connection 1's throughput i s
increased by an average of II * (1 — p)/2 pkts/sec be-
tween successive connection 1 packet drops .

Therefore, in an average time of 1/(p \) seconds ,
connection 0 increases its throughput by an average o f
if p/2 pkts/sec. Connection 0's rate of throughpu t
increase is

lI*p/2 _ .11*\*p 2

	

1/(p * \)

	

2
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pkts/sec/sec . Similarly, connection l's rate of through -

put increase i s

IIa:(1p)/2

	

1*A*(1—p(2

(. 1 — p ( -t A)

	

2

pkts/sec/sec .
In our model, connection 0 is defined to increase it s

throughput rate by y ( )/( ro i '- pkts/sec/sec . Therefore ,

fl( ,o

	

lI = A * p'
_

(Pot-

	

2

Similarly,

q()• ) 1

	

.11A * (l

	

p) '
j 1 ' — —

	

(2 )

From equations (1) and (2) ,
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Figure 14: Analysis of throughput vs . roundtrip time
ratio with one congested gateway, Increase-by-One in -
creases, Reduce-by-Half decreases .

Corollary 3 If g( r,) = 1 as in the Increase-by-One al-
gorithm, then connection 0's average throughput whe n
the gateway detects congestion is .11 * p pktslsec fo r

h =
1

The two lines in Figure 14 show the throughput pre-
dicted by this analysis for connection 0 and connection
1 . The x-axis gives the ratio between connection 0's
roundtrip time and connection 1's roundtrip time .

Corollary 4 If gi i = u f. r '- for some constant a a s
in the Constant-Rate algorithm, then both connection 0
and connection 1 's average throughput when the gate -
way detects congestion is .1// 2 pktslsec, regardless of
the roundtrip times of the two connections .

Both of these corollaries concur with the result s
of simulations in [FJ91a] . (The simulations with the
Increase-by-One algorithm in [FJ9la] have smalle r
maximum windows, and this results in a somewhat im-
proved performance for the longer connection .) As dis-
cussed in [FJ91a], the results of Corollary 4 are consis-
tent with the analysis in [CJ89] of window increase an d
decrease algorithms .

5 .3 Multiple congested gateways and
an unspecified window-increase algo-
rithm

The second multiple gateways model : In this sec-
tion we consider a family of networks with n multiple
congested gateways, as in Figure 1 and in Section 5 .1 ,
where it is no longer assumed that each connection in -
creases its throughput at the same rate . As in Sectio n
5 .2, assume that connection i increases its window b y
y (l,) packets each roundtrip time . Thus, connection i
increases its throughput rate by g (r; )/(r ; ) 2 pkts/sec/sec .
In this section we merge the analysis from the previou s
two sections .

Claim 5 Given the second multiple gateways mode l
with n congested gateways . and the two simplifyin g
assumptions described earlier, connection 0's averag e
throughput when congestion is detected at a gateway i s
.11 * p pktslsec for

1
=

	

+3 )
1 v/i)*a*

,.t )

	

t't

	

y

	

:il,' o

Proof: From Section 5 .1, connection 0 increases it s
throughput rate by

.1I p/2

	

1/( ) *p *
	 A )

pkts/sec/sec, and connection 1 increases its throughpu t
rate by

lI*(1—p)/ 2

1/((1 — p )* A )

pkts/sec/sec .
Therefore

(I)

1I * J?l2

	

_ y( ? 'o )

Ott *1)* A)

	

(Po) 2
(4 )
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and
.1I*(1-p)/2

1/((1-pj* \ !

From equations (4) and (5) ,

P'

	

Oro)

	

11
(1-M 2

	

(/( r i)

	

o

1

a *

	

o, )
y!I( o f

Corollary 6 For y(eo) = J() as in the Increase-

by-One algorithm, and for ro/r 1 = 2,i -1 as in the network
family in Figure 1, connection 0's average throughpu t

when congestion is detected is .1I -k p pkts/sec for

1

1 + v-1 ,- (2 o -

Figure 15 shows this result, where the x-axis show s
the number of congested gateways . The analytical re-
sults in Figure 15 are shown again by the solid line i n
Figure 3 . As Figure 3 shows, the simulations and the
analytical results are in reasonable agreement .

Figure 17 with Constant-Rate increases shows a fairl y
modest decrease in throughput for connection 0 as the
number of congested gateways increases . Figure 1 5
however, with Increase-by-One increases, shows poo r
throughput for connection 0 even for a small numbe r
of congested gateways . Thus this analysis shows tha t
the combination of multiple congested gateways an d
the Increase-by-One window increase algorithm has a
strong negative effect on the throughput of the longe r
connection.

The results in this section are valid for any window -
decrease algorithm where the window is decreased by a
multiplicative factor .

Corollary 7 considers a network similar to our simu-
lation networks with Random Drop and Drop Tail gate -
ways, where the average ratio between connection 0' s
share of the packet drops and connection 0's share o f
the throughput is some function f (p), for p connection
0's share of the throughput. This allows us to model a
network with gateways with a bias against bursty traffic .

Corollary 7 Given the second multiple gateways model
with n congested gateways and the simplifying assump-

tions described earlier add the following modificatio n
to the second simplifying assumption . For the heuristi c
analysis, analyze the network as if connection 0's aver -

age share of the throughput when congestion is detecte d

ACM SIGCOMM

is p, and for each packet drop at a gateway, a connec-
tion 0 packet is dropped with probability f' (p) p, for
1(p) some function of p . Then connection 0's averag e
throughput when congestion is detected at a gateway i s
.11 p pkts/sec, for that pfor 0 < p < I such tha t

n * p *f(P)*h	 y('o)

	

,_

(1 - p)(1 - f(1))

	

h)

	

y(11)

	

( i ' t

~ o

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Claim 5
above, and the details are omitted .

Figure 18 gives the results of the heuristic analysi s
in Corollary 7 above for connection 0's throughput in a
network with Constant-Rate increases, Reduce-by-Hal f
decreases, and a bias against bursty traffic . As shown in
Section 4 .4 for our simulations with Drop Tail gateways ,
we let f (p) = 0.59 + 5 * E -5'1' reflect the bias agains t
bursty traffic of Drop Tail gateways for 0 < p < 0 .5 .
This models a network where, as a connection's shar e
of the throughput decreases, the burstiness of that con-
nection increases . The heuristic analysis in Figure 18 i s
shown again by the solid line in Figures 7 and 8 . Nu-
merical methods are used to obtain the result in Figur e
18 from the equation in Corollary 7 . Because the equa-
tion .f (p) = 0 .59 + 5 * - 5 - 1 ' overstates the bias agains t
bursty traffic of Random Drop and Drop Tail gateway s
for p > 1/4, the simulations and the analytical result s
are somewhat far apart . A more accurate function .f(N )
for the bias against bursty traffic would give a mor e
accurate heuristic analysis .

Figure 16 gives the results of the heuristic analysis i n
Corollary 7 above for connection 0's throughput with
Increase-by-One increases, Reduce-by-Half decreases ,
and gateways with the bias against bursty traffic de -
scribed above . The analysis in Figure 16 is shown again
by the solid lines in Figures 4 and 5 . Again, there i s
some discrepancy between the simulation results an d
the heuristic analysis, in part due to the lack of accu-
racy in the model for the bias against bursty traffic . The
simulations use the Reduce-to-One algorithm, and th e
analysis in Figure 16 assumes the Reduce-by-Half al-
gorithm .
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6 Fairness considerations

In previous sections, we used simulations and analysis
to consider the performance of a simple network wit h
multiple congested gateways . In this section we discus s
the issue of fairness for such a network .

Some general network goals are to maximize
throughput, minimize delay. and ensure fairness . Given

a network with an upper bound on the average delay a t
each gateway, as in a network with RED gateways, these
g eneral goals can be reduced to the two goals of max-
imizing throughput and maintaining fairness . Syste m

throughput is measured as the total number of pack-
ets sent for all users divided by the total time . For the
network in Figure 1, the system throughput is maxi-
mized when connection 0 receives zero throughput, bu t
this is not very fair. Clearly the goals of maximizin g
throughput and maintaining fairness must be considere d
together .

There is no generally-agreed-upon definition for fair -
ness in a computer network. Given two connections ,
one passing through „ congested gateways and the other
passing throu gh one congested gateway . the connec-

tion with multiple congested gateways uses more of th e
network's scarce contested resources for each packet .

Should each connection get the same share of the net -
work's scarce resources? If so, then the connection wit h
multiple congested gateways should get 1/n times the
throughput of the connection with one congested gate -
way. On the other side, should each connection get th e
same throughput in pkts/sec ?

We consider three different fairness measures : min -
max fairness [HG86], the fairness index proposed in
[JCH84], and the product measure, a variant of networ k
power [BJ81] . Consider the throughput rate for eac h
connection .

To satisfy the min-max fairness criteria, the smalles t
throughput rate must be as large as possible . Given thi s
condition, the next-smallest throughput rate must be as
large as possible, and so on . For the network in Fi g -
ure 1, this min-max fairness criteria is satisfied when al l
n - 1 connections receive the same throughput rate . As
shown in [DKS90], this is achieved for a scenario sim-

ilar to that in this paper by the use of the Fair Queueing
gateway algorithm . [DKS90] also shows that the min -
max fairness criteria is achieved by the selective DECbi t
algorithm [RCJ87] .

The fairness index in [JCH84] i s

where .r ; is the resource allocation to the ith user . This
fairness index ranges from 0 to 1, and is maximum when
all users receive the same allocation. This index is f. /n

when lusers equally share the resource, and the othe r

„ – b users receive zero allocation . Examples of pos-
sible definitions of resource allocation include response
time, throughput, throughput times hops . fraction of de -
mand, and so on [JCH84] .

If the resource allocation is defined as throughput, fo r
a network in which one connection receives throughpu t
p and the other n connections receive throughput 1 – p ,
this fairness index gives

This is maximized for p = 1 ;'2, when all connections
receive the same throughput rate .

If the resource allocation is defined as throughpu t
times the number of gateways, then .r0 = 2 0 p and
.r ; = 2 , 1 – pi . The fairness index gives

1

1-2 .p-e p-- „

	

r'

As expected, this is maximized for p = 1/i 1–, 1, where
each connection gets the same share of the conteste d
resources .

The product measure

the product of the throughput of the individual connec-
tions, is also used as a measure of fairness . For our
purposes, let .r ; be the throughput for the ith connec-
tion . (In other contexts .r ; is taken as the power of th e
ith connection, and the product measure is referred t o
as network power .) The product measure is particularly

sensitive to segregation ; the product measure is zero i f
any connection receives zero throughput . In [MS90 ,
p .15] it is shown that for a network with many con-

nections and one shared gateway, the product measure
is maximized when all connections receive the sam e
throughput .

For a network in which one connection receive s
throughput p, and the other n connections receiv e
throughput 1 – p, the product measure

F2=p(1–
p) „

is maximized fo r

(1_pr – tl (1–p)''-trtp=0 .

or for p = 1/( n + 1) . Thus for the network in Fig-

ure 1, the product measure is maximized when connec-
tion 0's throughput is I/(n + 1) of the maximum possi-
ble throughput . This is also connection 0's throughpu t

i.t

	

n .•"1 _ 0 , 2
9
°

(t =
ins-1i(,2

	

1–p i =
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when each connection receives an equal share of th e

network's resources (where each congested gateway i s
considered as a separate resource) .

The different prevailing measures of fairness shed lit -

tle light on the appropriate throughput allocations for a

network with multiple congested gateways . It is not

sufficient to arbitrarily accept one of the prevailing def-

inition of fairness simply because it is precise and easil y

measured . The min-max criterion and the fairness inde x
based on throughput are maximized when connection 0
receives half of the maximum throughput . The prod-
uct measure and the fairness index based on through -

put times gateways, on the other hand, are maximize d

when connection 0 receives 1/i — 1 of the maximum

throu g hput . For a network in which each connection in -

creases its throughput at the same rate, simulations an d

analysis show that the throughput for connection 0 i s

less than the throughput that satisfies the min-max cri-
terion, but greater than the throughput that maximize s
the product measure . Therefore our simulations and

analysis suggest that for a network with Constant-Rat e

increases, the throughput allocations for Figure 1 ar e

within an acceptable range of fairness . in the absence o f

policy decisions on fairness in TCP/IP networks .

However, for the family of networks as in Figure 1

with the Increase-by-One algorithm, the network doe s
not give fair performance by any of the accepted mea-
sures of fairness .

This paper shows that for the network family in Fig-
ure 1, the TCP window modification algorithms coul d
be chosen to accommodate a wide range of fairness

goals . Claim 5 gives a heuristic analysis for connec-

tion 0's throughput for this network . From this anal-
ysis, when each connection i increases its window b y

i packets each roundtrip time, connection 0's aver-

age share of the throughput is

ai.

1

V
na_

Thus the network modeled in this paper could accom-
modate a wide range of fairness goals, depending on th e

choice of the window increase algorithm represented b y

the function q( r ) .

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The conclusions from the simulations and analysis i n

this paper are that for connections with long roundtri p

times and multiple congested gateways, the use o f

the Increase-by-One window-increase algorithm in 4 . 3

tahoe BSD TCP and of Drop Tail or Random Drop gate -

ways can result in unacceptably low throughput for a

long connection with multiple congested gateways . As
discussed in Section 3 . this low throughput for connec-

tions with multiple congested gateways is not only a
problem for networks characterized by long bulk-dat a
transfers . However, our simulations and our analy-
sis show that this low throughput for longer connec-
tions with multiple congested gateways is not unavoid-
able . With a window-increase algorithm such as th e
Constant-Rate window-increase algorithm . for exam-
ple, it is possible for connections passing throu gh mul-
tiple congested gateways to achieve a reasonable leve l

of throughput .

As discussed in Section 6, there are several con-
flicting definitions of fairness in computer networks .
Some of these definitions imply that a connection wit h
multiple congested gateways should receive the same
throughput as a connection with one congested gate -
ways . Other definitions imply that a connection with n

congested gateways should receive 1 ,, nth the through -
put of a connection with one congested gateway . Wit h
this allocation, each connection receives the same share
of the network resources, if each congested gateway i s
considered as a separate resource . In the absence of a
policy decision on the desired fairness goal in current

networks . we have no reason to consider a throughpu t

allocation unfair that g ives each connection the same
share of the network resources .

It is generally agreed that segregation is to be avoide d
in current networks whenever possible . Our simulation s
with Random Drop or Drop Tail gateways and with th e

window modification algorithms in 4 .3 tahoe BSD TC P

essentially result in segregation against a longer connec -

tion with multiple congested gateways . We have shown

that this segregation could be corrected by the use o f

the Reduce-to-Half window-decrease algorithm . gate -
ways with no bias against bursty traffic . and a window -

increase algorithm with no bias against connections wit h
longer roundtrip times .

Our interest in the question of throughput allocatio n

in networks with multiple congested gateways was ini-
tially sparked by the comparison in [M90b] of through -

put in networks with multiple congested gateways wit h

Random Drop and with Drop Tail gateways . We have
shown in [FJ91a] that in networks with Drop Tail gate -
ways, throughput can be determined partly by networ k
phase effects, and this throughput can change dramati-
cally with small changes in the network parameters . In
this paper we show that when a sufficient random com-
ponent is added to the roundtrip times in simulation s
using Drop-Tail gateways, reducing the traffic phase ef-
fects, then the throughput allocation is quite similar fo r
Random Drop and for Drop Tail gateways for the net -

work examined in this paper .

As we will show in a future paper (in progress), fo r
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simulations with two-way traffic the throughput for a
connection with multiple congested gateways is muc h
higher in a network with RED gateways that it is in

a network with Random Drop or Drop Tail gateways .
For simulations with two-way traffic the compressed
ACK packets cause bursty traffic, with a resulting los s
of throughput for the longer connections . This dynami c
does not occur in simulations with two-way traffic usin g
RED gateways because of the ability of RED gateway s
to accommodate bursty traffic .

There are many open questions . The research in thi s
paper is intended simply to explore the factors that affec t
throughput in networks with multiple congested gate -

ways . We are specifically not proposing Constant-Rat e

window increase algorithms for current networks . We
are currently investigating various alternatives to th e
current TCP Increase-By-One window increase algo-
rithm . We explore RED gateways in more detail in a
paper currently in progress [FJ91c] .

The main result is simply that there is no inherent rea -
son for long connections passing through multiple con-
gested gateways in TCP/IP networks to receive unac-
ceptably low throughput ; this low throughput could b e
corrected by removing the network biases against con-
nections with longer roundtrip tines and a gainst bursty
traffic . We believe that more work is needed on fairnes s
goals in networks and on the implications of fairnes s
g oals for other areas of network performance .
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A The Reduce-to-One window de-
crease algorithm

In this appendix we briefly explain why longer-

the Reduce-by-Half window decrease al gorithm that
with the Reduce-to-One algorithm . Let connectio n
1 have roundtrip time i•1, and let connection 0 hav e
roundtrip time ro = n, rl, for ni > 1 . Let con-
nection l's window be 'r1 packets when a connectio n
1 packet is dropped . With the Reduce-to-One windo w
decrease algorithm, connection 1's window is reduce d
to 1 packet, and then connection 1's current windo w
is doubled each roundtrip time until it reaches 0 . 1 :2, at
which point the congestion-avoidance window-increas e
algorithm is used. Connection 1 requires roughl y

r l + log,(u l /2 )

seconds to increase its window back to ar t /2 .
If connection 0 and connection 1 have the same

throughput rate and connection 1's window is the n
connection 0's window is u•o = In u• 1 . If a connec-
tion 0 packet is dropped when connection 0's windo w
is n~ u 1 , then connection 0 require s

ro log,l(co/2 ) = m , : r l x (logz(u' 1 /2) ±log, in )

seconds to increase its window back to ni i u• 1 /2 . Thus ,
if connection 0's roundtrip time is ti) times longer tha t
connection 1's roundtrip time, and connection 0 an d
connection 1 have the same throughput rate, then it take s
connection 0 more that in times longer to increase it s
window to half of its old value .

B A short lemma

This Lemma is used in the proof of Claim 1 . A connec -
tion increases its throughput by an average of I? pkts/se c
in one window-increase cycle, and the average window -
increase cycle is T seconds . Further, the connection is
known to increase its throughput rate by a fixed value o f
D pkts/sec/sec, for some D . Lemma 8 concludes tha t
D = II/T .

Lemma 8 Let some connection increase its throughpu t
rate by a fixed value of D pkts/sec/sec . Let the connec-
tion increase its throughput by an average of R pkts/sec
in one window-increase cycle interval, and the averag e
window-increase cycle is T seconds . Then D = R/T .

Proof: Let ,f ( .r ) be the density function for the length
of a window-increase cycle . Then

T = J ~ .r f ( .r )rl .r .
Jo

increase in pkts/sec perThe average throughpu t
window-increase cycle is

li=

	

.r*D*,f( .r)(l .r= DT.
0

roundtrip-time traffic receives higher throughput wit h
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